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ABSTRACT: We have characterized rationally designed and
optimized analogues of the actin-stabilizing natural products
jasplakinolide and chondramide C. Efficient actin staining was
achieved in fixed permeabilized and non-permeabilized cells
using different combinations of dye and linker length, thus
highlighting the degree of molecular flexibility of the natural
product scaffold. Investigations into synthetically accessible,
non-toxic analogues have led to the characterization of a
powerful cell-permeable probe to selectively image static, long-
lived actin filaments against dynamic F-actin and monomeric G-
actin populations in live cells, with negligible disruption of rapid
actin dynamics.

■ INTRODUCTION
The tightly regulated, dynamic equilibrium between mono-
meric (G-actin) and helical-filamentous (F-actin) structures is a
key component of important cellular functions in normal and
pathological states1,2 that impacts cell motility, endocytosis, and
cytokinesis. Means to image actin, primarily by fluorescence-
based microscopy, have become indispensable for studying
actin and its interaction with cell components.3−5 Furthermore,
attachment of fluorescent reporters to small-molecule probes
has been applied very successfully for target elucidation studies
by using comparative cell microscopy6−8 or high-content
screening.9−12

In fixed, permeabilized cells, typical actin structures can be
imaged post mortem by using fluorescent labels either on anti-
actin antibodies12−14 or on phalloidins (1, Figure 1),15 small
molecule heptapeptide toxins from the death cap mushroom
Amanita sp. Labeled phalloidins have helped to shape our
current knowledge about actin cell biology.16,17 Today, semi-
synthetic fluorescent conjugates of phalloidin (Figure 1, e.g., 2
and 3) are widely used, as they selectively bind to the F-actin
quaternary structure and do not label the G-actin pool. Most
actin antibodies fail to discriminate between those pools and
hence suffer from a comparatively high background signal due
to abundant, cytosolic G-actin.
In live cells, actin structures can be observed either by

microinjecting fluorescently labeled actin proteins into living
cells or by overexpressing a fusion protein composed of G-actin
and a fluorescent protein, such as green fluorescent protein
(GFP).18,19 Human cell lines are routinely transfected with

DNA vectors for such fusion proteins. However, for primary
cells, tissues, and many non-mammalian cells, transfection is
often difficult, impractical, or unreliable. Moreover, over-
expression of GFP-tagged actin is known to interfere with
cytoskeletal dynamics, causing aberrations in myosin proc-
essivity and slight impairment in cytokinesis.19 Fluorescently
tagged F-actin binding proteins or peptides were introduced as
a less disturbing method20,21 but still are not independent of
DNA transfer technology. Thus, more versatile probes could be
extremely useful for unrestricted monitoring of actin structures
in native cells.
Similar to phalloidin (1), the cyclodepsipeptide natural

products jasplakinolide (or “jaspamide”, 4) and chondramide C
(5, Figure 1) were found to stabilize F-actin, resulting in potent
(nanomolar) cytotoxicity.22−26 Convincing evidence suggests
that 1, 4, and 5 target a similar binding site on F-actin.27

Interestingly, 4 and 5 were considered for therapeutic
applications28−30 but have not yet been developed further.31

However, even with a low therapeutic index, these compounds
could prove to be excellent probes for scientific applications. In
contrast to phalloidin,32 4 and 5 freely penetrate cells and can
be effectively prepared by total synthesis.33−43 Moreover, by
targeted structural variation, high acute toxicity might be
reduced to improve applicability in live cell studies. Most
importantly, such probes should have a high propensity to enter
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living cells, potentially providing generic actin-targeting tools
for cell microscopy.

■ COMPOUND DESIGN
To serve as a probe platform, the natural product lead structures 4 and
5 had to be simplified as much as possible. Previous studies indicated
that the 2-Br substituent on the indole ring was not required and that
one aliphatic Me-group of the polyketide section might be omitted to
afford similarly efficacious actin modulators.42 Subsequent scrutiny of
structure−activity trends for derivatives of 4 and 5 suggested that
modification of the Ala methyl residue should be tolerated (Figure
1).42,44−46 According to our binding model for 4 and 5,42,43 this
residue would correspond to the dihydroxy-Leu side chain of
phalloidin (1). On 1, this residue served as a benign point of
attachment for reporter groups. Furthermore, compelling data on the

binding of TRITC-47 and undecagold-labeled phalloidin48 suggest that
these reporter groups are located outside the binding cleft.

■ RESULTS

Following this rationale, lysine analogues 10 and 12 (Figure 1)
were prepared42,43 by replacing the Ala residue with an ε-Boc-
protected Lys. Triisopropylsilyl (TIPS)-protected analogues 9
and 11 as well as a β-Ala-derived 13 were synthesized as
controls (Figure 1). Based on earlier data,42 these compounds
were expected to display much lower binding affinity toward
actin than 10 and 12. Indeed, cell viability studies (Table 1)
showed that the O-TIPS (9 and 11) and β-Ala (13) analogues
were inactive up to the highest applied concentration (15/30
μM) or orders of magnitude less activemirroring the

Figure 1. Chemical structures of phalloidin (1), typical phalloidin conjugates (2, 3), jasplakinolide (4), chondramide C (5), simplified
cyclodepsipeptide analogues 6−8, and Boc-protected lysine analogues 9−13 for conjugation studies as well as fluorescently labeled conjugates 19−
22. The phalloidin skeleton is depicted in a projection similar to 4 and 5, suggesting common functional regions. 4 and 5 may hence be regarded as
natural retro-inverso peptide mimetics of 1, at least concerning the crucial indole pharmacophore. Key variation areas are indicated on 4.
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structure−activity trends observed for their Ala counterparts 6
and 8. Compounds 10 and 12, however, were equally cytotoxic
toward MCF7 and HT-29 cell lines as the parental natural
compounds 4 and 5 (Table 1).
Synthesis of Fluorescent Conjugates. These data

strengthened the pharmacophore hypothesis and proved that
scaffold modification was benign. Next, we sought to test
whether appending additional functional groups to the lysine
side chain could be tolerated. To enable the identification of
live-cell actin probes, a small collection of dye conjugates was
prepared (Figure 2 and Scheme S1). These compounds were
synthesized by acid-mediated Boc-group deprotection of 10 or
12, followed by NHS-activated amide coupling (Figure 2), and
purified by preparative HPLC in yields of 13−92% over the two
steps. Fluorescently labeled analogues of 9, 11, and 13 were
also prepared for control studies (Figure 2).
Fluorescent Labeling of F-Actin in Fixed Cells. Initial

analysis of staining efficiency revealed that fluorescently labeled
compounds 19 and 21based on the active compounds 10
and 12, respectivelycould selectively and efficiently stain F-
actin in several mammalian cell lines after fixation (Figure 2c
and Figure S1). In fact, in N2a, BSC-1, and HeLa cells,
characteristic and intense labeling of actin-rich filopodia,

lamellipodia, and actin bundles was observed after incubation
with 19B, 19C, 19D, 21B, and 21C (see Figure S1). In
contrast, TAMRA-labeled probes 20B, 20C, and 22Cderived
from the inactive compounds 11 and 13did not selectively
stain F-actin (see Figure S1). Next, more extensive confocal
microscopy studies of stained human osteosarcoma U2OS cells
were performed on a subset of probes (Figure 3). TAMRA-
labeled analogues 19C and 21C visualized typical actin
structures in maximum projections of Z-stacks. While cell
staining at 1 μM 19C was weak without permeabilization, the
staining efficiency of 21C at the same concentration was
independent of permeabilization. Neither 20C nor 22C (both
at 10 μM) was capable of selectively labeling F-actin; only
membranous structures were stained (Figure 3a). The overall
labeling patterns were very similar in the cases where fixed and
permeabilized U2OS cells were simultaneously co-stained with
labeled phalloidin and labeled probes 21C, 21D, and 19C
(Figure 3b). Direct comparison of individual Z-sections near
(bottom) and far (top) from the glass substrate in the two
regions of interest revealed that Alexa-488 phalloidin and 19C
both labeled the same actin structures, including filopodia,
lamellipodia, transversal arcs, dorsal stress fibers, ventral stress
fibers, and dorsal ruffles (Figure 3c). No staining preference
among these structures was observed for either of the two
probes.

Selective Labeling of Long-Lived F-Actin Structures in
Living Cells. Our observation that non-permeabilized, fixed
U2OS cells were efficiently stained by the TAMRA-labeled
analogue 21C prompted us to investigate living cells. After
transfection and expression of a dominant-positive mutant of
the small GTPase Rac1, Neuro-2a neuroblastoma (N2a) cells49

form extensive, dynamic lamellipodia and filopodia, as well as
less dynamic, long-lived stress fibers and dynamically
intermediate actin arc structures (Figure 4a). Therefore, these
cells seemed optimally suited to evaluate the interaction of our
novel fluorescent probes with F-actin structures characterized
by distinct dynamic turnover rates. Although the TAMRA-
labeled analogue 21C was able to efficiently stain non-
permeabilized, fixed U2OS cells, no significant staining of
living N2a cells by the same probe could be detected following

Table 1. Cytotoxicity Data

IC50/nM

compd MCF-7 HT-29

4 25 ± 4 21 ± 4
5 23 ± 2 21 ± 1
6 1.8 × 104 ± 1.1 × 104 1.8 × 104 ± 0.8 × 104

7 40 ± 3 26 ± 1
8 >1.5 × 104 >1.5 × 104

9 >1.5 × 104 >1.5 × 104

10 37 ± 4 28 ± 3
11 >3 × 104 >3 × 104

12a 39 ± 39 10 ± 4
13 2.0 × 103 ± 0.1 × 103 8.2 × 103 ± 1.9 × 103

aThis compound showed an unconventional toxicity pattern; only the
first IC50 is listed

Figure 2. (a) Generic probe setup. (b) Synthesis of dye conjugates. Reagents and conditions: (i) 30% CF3COOH/CH2Cl2 (v/v), 1 h, rt; (ii) 6-(tert-
butoxycarbonylamino)hexanoic acid, HOAt, HATU, N-methylmorpholine, DMSO, rt, overnight; (iii) 30% CF3COOH/CH2Cl2 (v/v), 1 h, rt; (iv)
BODIPY-FL, HOAt, HATU, N-methylmorpholine, DMSO, 14 h, rt, 26% over four steps (for 21D). (c) Actin probe library (19−22) and a staining
efficacy map (see Figures S1 and S2). Dye conjugates: A = fluoresceine 5-carboxylate; B = diacetyl fluoresceine 5-carboxylate; C = TAMRA
(tetramethylrhodamine 5/6-carboxylate); D = BODIPY-FL (β-4,4-difluoro-5,7-dimethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacenyl propionate). Compound
20A was only tested in preliminary experiments.
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a brief exposure and washout (see Figure S2). By contrast, the
BODIPY-labeled analogues 19D and 21D were capable of
efficient and selective labeling of F-actin in living cells (see
Figure S1 and Figure 4a, respectively). We briefly examined the
spectrocopical properties of probe 21D (fluorescence absorp-
tion, emission, quantum yield), which we found mildly
modified when compared to the isolated BODIPY-FL
chromophore and similar to BODIPY-labeled natural product
molecules. (See Supporting Information for details.)
These observations encouraged us to further investigate the

full capability of these probes in more extensive live cell studies
using only the synthetically most accessible variant, i.e. 21D.
Analysis using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscopy50 clearly showed that long- or intermediate-lived
structures, such as stress fibers or actin arcs (Figure 4a), were
strongly labeled by 21D. In contrast, highly dynamic structures
undergoing rapid turnover, such as lamellipodia or filopodia,
were not labeled by 21D, although they were clearly indicated
by overexpressed mCherry-actin (Figure 4a). Under the
imaging conditions applied (30 ms exposure with a 488 nm
laser in TIRF mode, image acquisition every 3 s), the BODIPY

label in 21D bleached to 50% of its original intensity after 8.3
acquisitions.
Probe dissociation did not occur at this time scale, as non-

illuminated neighboring cells were largely unaffected. In fact,
labeled cells could be observed for at least 3 h after probe
washout. This suggests that 21D has a slow turnover on actin
filaments in cells. To assess probe turnover more directly, we
used fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). As
21D selectively labels actin structures with a relatively slow
filament turnover, such as transversal arcs and ventral stress
fibers, we focused on bleaching cell areas that predominantly
contained those structures (Figure S3). However, in any region
of the cell, actin ruffles or focal contacts characterized by fast
filament turnover were also present at a minor fraction. The
apparent recovery rate of mCherry-actin was relatively slow,
with km(mCherry-Actin) = 0.17 ± 0.03 min−1, and similar to

Figure 3. Representative images of fixed U2OS cells stained with
labeled jasplakinolide analogues. (a) U2OS cells were fixed and stained
either with (+) or without (−) cell permeabilization and imaged using
confocal microscopy. (b) Fixed and permeabilized U2OS cells were
co-stained with spectrally distinguishable labeled phalloidin and
labeled jasplakinolide analogues. Maximum projections of Z-stacks
are shown. (c) Individual Z-sections near (bottom) and far (top) from
the glass substrate from two regions of interest highlighted in (b). Due
to their different spectral properties, the resolution in the z-plane was
lower for the red-shifted TAMRA dye than for Alexa-488. Therefore,
more structures were visible outside the plane of focus when using the
TAMRA probe 19C. Abbreviations: fil, filopodia; lam, lamelipodia; arc,
transversal arcs; dor, dorsal stress fibers; ven, ventral stress fibers; and
ruf, dorsal ruffles.

Figure 4. Representative images of living Neuro-2a cells treated with
jasplakinolide probes 12 and 21D. (a) Living Neuro-2a cells
coexpressing a nonlabeled dominant positive mutant (Q61L) of
Rac1 and actin fused to mCherry were incubated with 21D (10 μM)
for 5 min in imaging medium, extensively washed, and subjected to
TIRF microscopy. Five minute incubation with 1 μM 21D was
sufficient for weaker staining intensity. (b) Kymograph analysis of
dynamic and static actin structures. Left: Line indicating the cell region
used for kymograph analysis. Right: Kymograph of mCherry-actin
shows dynamic retrograde actin flow in lamellipodia (diagonal lines)
and stable actin structures in stress fibers (vertical lines). Only the
stable actin structures are labeled with 21D (see also Supplementary
Movie S1). (c) Effect of 12 (unlabeled) and 21D (BODIPY labeled)
on actin dynamics. Left: Images (mCherry actin channel) before and 5
min after compound application. Right: Kymograph analysis of actin
dynamics during compound application (see also Supplementary
Movie S2). Abbreviations: fil, filopodia; lam, lamellipodia; arc,
transversal arcs; sf, stress fibers.
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previously reported recovery rates of actin in ventral stress
fibers of U2OS cells.51 Recovery of 21D was slightly slower
(k21D = 0.14 ± 0.04 min−1) but similar to the actin recovery
rate.
Actin filaments in transversal arcs and ventral stress fibers are

thought to mainly originate from preformed filaments and not
from de novo polymerization.51 Thus, the simultaneous recovery
of both the mCherry-actin and 21D signals is compatible with
the notion that mCherry-actin filaments already labeled with
21D recover concurrently in transversal arcs and ventral stress
fibers. It is unclear if 21D also has a significant turnover
between actin filaments and the cytosol, but our FRAP
measurements reveal an upper limit for the apparent recovery
rate constant and suggest that the observed turnover rate of
21D in cells must be slower than or equal to 0.14 ± 0.04 min−1

(i.e., t1/2 ≥ 4.95 min).
Importantly, video microscopy and kymograph analysis of

living cells labeled with probe 21D showed that F-actin
remained highly dynamic in lamellipodia (Figure 4b and
Supplementary Movie S1), despite the presence of the
jasplakinolide-derived probe. This stands in stark contrast to
the natural product 4, which is widely documented to induce a
rapid collapse of dynamic F-actin structures.52,53 In control
experiments, unlabeled compound 12 (10 μM) also inhibited
actin dynamics shortly after application and induced immediate
collapse of lamellipodia, while 21D did not (Figure 4c and
Supplementary Movie S2), suggesting that the fluorescent label
in 21D reduces the compound’s actin disturbing activity.
Indeed, 21D did not provoke any noticeable change in actin
dynamics or cell morphology at the applied concentration of 10
μM. Furthermore, cytotoxicity measurements in Neuro-2a cells
showed that both labeled compounds 21C and 21D had no
impact on cell growth or on cell survival when applied at
concentrations up to 60 μM for 3 days.

■ DISCUSSION
Our results strongly indicate that synthetic cyclodepsipeptides
inspired by natural actin binders such as jasplakinolide (4) or
chondramide C (5) can provide powerful tools for investigating

F-actin. In fact, when opportunely modified using solid-phase-
based total synthesis45 and outfitted with an appropriate dye,
characteristic and intense labeling of actin-rich structures can be
achieved in a highly practical fashion in live cells. Moreover, the
staining pattern observed with our synthetic fluorescent probes
strengthens our previous pharmacophore model for cyclo-
depsipeptide-based actin ligands.42 Notably, an appropriate
balance between actin−ligand affinity and dye characteristics
seems mandatory. Selective labeling of actin structures in live
cells was only possible with the BODIPY-modified analogues
19D and 21D. Among several dye moieties tested, BODIPY
emerged as a suitable candidate, likely stemming from its small
molecular weight, neutral charge, and appropriate lipophilicity.
BODIPY has been used in a number of commercially available
natural-product-based staining reagents (Figure S4). However,
we specifically note that the compounds described here are fully
synthetic and different from jaspamide or chondramide C, and
have been a result of scrutinizing SAR data and multifactorial
optimization. While further investigations are certainly needed
to clarify why 21D is apparently non-toxic and does not affect
actin dynamics on the time scale of typical microscopic analysis
(hours), it retained the excellent cell permeability and actin-
binding properties of the parental natural product. Therefore,
long-lived filamentous actin can be visualized with high
sensitivity upon standard and readily performed incubation
and washing procedures, without recourse to genetic or single-
cell manipulations.
During actin polymerization, globular monomeric actin (G-

actin) loaded with ATP preferentially adds to the fast growing
plus-ends of existing actin filaments (F-actin, Figure 5a). The
dye-labeled probe (e.g., 21D) is expected to bind F-actin with a
relatively slow on-rate54 due to the rather concealed binding
region at the junction of three actin protein monomers (see
Figure 5b). Similar to an earlier study using labeled phalloidins
to stain actin in neuronal growth cones,55 our novel probes also
stain highly dynamic, short-lived filament populations (such as
in lamellipodia or filopodia), considerably weaker than long-
lived filament populations (such as in stress fibers and actin
arcs). However, unlike labeled phalloidins, which need to be

Figure 5. (a) Simplified schematic overview of the actin polymerization process and the preferred staining of long-lived actin structures. F-actin is
stabilized by ATP hydrolysis. (b) Proposed binding model.43 The cyclodepsipeptide ligand 21D binds to and stabilizes the actin filaments at a point
of contact between three G-actin monomers, with the BODIPY dye presumably protruding into the solvent. Due to the slow on-rate of 21D binding
to F-actin, short-lived, more dynamic actin structures are labeled much more weakly compared to long-lived, less dynamic actin structures.
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microinjected into living cells, our probes are freely cell
permeable.

■ CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have characterized rationally designed and optimized
analogues of the actin-stabilizing natural products jasplakinolide
and chondramide C. The potential of these less-toxic analogues
as cell-permeable actin probes has been explored through the
attachment of different fluorophores. Efficient actin staining
was achieved in fixed permeabilized and non-permeabilized
cells using different combinations of dye and linker length, thus
highlighting the degree of molecular flexibility of the natural
product scaffold. Most significantly, two of the probes tested
(BODIPY analogues 19D and 21D) were found to be
sufficiently cell-permeable for use in live cell experiments.
Subsequent investigations into the synthetically more accessible
21D analogue led to the characterization of a powerful cell-
permeable probe to selectively highlight static long-lived actin
filaments, with negligible disruption of rapid actin dynamics.
Importantly, these probes can be generally prepared using an

efficient and scalable total synthesis protocol, which potentially
supersedes less accessible phalloidin derivatives based on
material from a difficult-to-cultivate natural source. These
data are expected to facilitate cell biology, imaging, or screening
campaigns where genetic manipulation is otherwise not feasible
or unavailable, and to generate insights into actin structure and
dynamics in a generic fashion.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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Additional figures, video footage of cell treatment including
legends, experimental procedures for cell manipulation and
microscopy, chemical synthesis of new compounds, photo-
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